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An Advanced Movie Recommender System

Based on High-Quality Neighbors

Saranya Maneeroj,† Yuka Kato† and Katsuya Hakozaki†

This paper proposes an advanced movie recommender system. The system is primarily
based on the content-based collaborative filtering or hybrid filtering technique. The distinctive
point of this system lies in an improved neighborhood formation method in order to get high-
quality neighbors. Current hybrid systems only use user’s opinions as user’s rating values in
selecting neighbors. That causes loss of user preference features, and tends to provide poor
quality neighbors. The proposed system uses the user’s opinions on various features of user
preferences in selecting neighbors. That results in high-quality neighbors and high-quality
recommendations will be obtained accordingly. An experimental movie recommender system,
called Advanced Yawara system has been developed to prove the effectiveness of the method.
The evaluation results show that the Advanced Yawara system provides higher quality of
recommendations than current hybrid systems.

1. Introduction

Recommender systems 1) are widely used in
the Internet, especially, in E-commerce sites 2)

to help users to get interesting information eas-
ily. Typical examples are Amazon.com 3), a
recommender on books, P-Tango 4), an online
newspaper recommender, and Ringo 5), a music
recommender. Many recommenders are based
on the Collaborative Filtering (CF) technique,
which uses the collaborative users’ opinions in
recommending items to a user. The CF based
systems do not use any information regarding
the actual content. Current systems or hybrid
systems try to integrate Information Filtering
(IF) or Content-Based Filtering (CBF) into CF
systems in order to improve recommendation
quality.

The recommendation quality of these hybrid
systems has improved significantly compared
with the former CF based systems. Particu-
larly, if the system succeeds in selecting suit-
able people as collaborative users (or neigh-
bors) having similar tastes with the target user
to form recommendations. However, there are
many occasions where current recommenders
do not provide satisfactory recommendations
because of forming improper or poor neighbors.
There are two cases of forming poor neighbors.
One is opinion representation and the other is
improper neighborhood formation.

The current systems use the rating values on
the items for evaluating users’ preference opin-
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ions. The rating value represents the overall
preference of the user. A user might express
his/her opinion based on some specific features
of the item. For more accurate recommenda-
tions, the users’ interests in more detailed fea-
tures should be taken into account. We call this
problem the “rating value alone” problem.

As for the neighborhood formation, current
systems try to find neighbors who have similar
tastes with a target user. A subset of appro-
priate users is chosen based on their similarity
to the user. Then, their opinions are used to
generate recommendations for the target user.

Many neighborhood formation methods have
been proposed. One well-known method is the
similarity between co-rated items method. Rat-
ing values on the same rated items are com-
pared to form neighborhood. Similarity be-
tween content-based user profiles is another
method to find neighbors. Each pair of user
profiles, which contain correlations between the
content of items and the user preference are
compared to form the neighborhood. However,
the co-rated items are difficult to discover in
the co-rated items method. Likewise, in the
content-based method, the content-based user
profile does not cover the features of the user
interest.

The major purpose of this paper is to propose
an advanced content/collaborative hybrid sys-
tem based on a new neighborhood formation
method to cope with the forming poor neigh-
bor problem in recommending movies. Instead
of using rating values alone, the method uses
“user’s opinions on features”. In forming high-
quality neighbors, two filtering processes are
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used to apply “user’s opinions on features” and
to eliminate the neighborhood formation prob-
lems stated above.

In the next sections, the details of poor neigh-
bor problem are discussed. We then describe
the proposed method for getting higher qual-
ity neighbors in Section 3. In Section 4, we
describe the implementation of the prototype
system called Advanced Yawara, and then the
results from its evaluation is presented in Sec-
tion 5. In Section 6, we discuss about the de-
rived evaluation results. Finally, we give some
conclusions and future works in the last section.

2. Poor Neighbor Problem

Various recommender systems have been de-
veloped and utilized. The current recom-
menders combine two or more recommendation
techniques to obtain better recommendations.
Recent recommender systems commonly use
content/collaborative hybrid filtering 6), combi-
nation of CBF and CF.

In content/collaborative hybrid systems, the
quality of neighbors mostly affects the recom-
mendation quality. This is because the opinions
of all the neighbors are formed to generate rec-
ommendations. The major problem is how to
choose “good” neighbors.

The causes of poor neighbors can be classified
into two categories. One is the opinion repre-
sentation problem and the other is the improper
neighborhood formation problem.

2.1 Opinion Representation
The opinion representation problem comes

from disregarding users’ opinions in detail.
Some hybrid systems treat the rating value as

representing a user’s opinion, which is not able
to represent all the features of user preferences.
The current systems do not have the capabil-
ity of recognizing the two distinct interests rep-
resented in the same rating value. Therefore,
comparing the interests between people by rat-
ing value alone may not be accurate. For exam-
ple, if UserA and UserB rate the same score 1
for the movie Titanic as shown in Table 1, but
UserA likes its actor and UserB likes its genre.
However, current systems conclude that they
have the same tastes. Therefore, the neighbors
from their systems tend to be of low quality.
We call this problem the “rating value alone”
problem.

Another case is missing weight of features
that affects user preference. For example if two
users (UserA and UserB) like the same movie

Table 1 Example of user’s ratings.

Movie User UserA UserB UserC

Finding Nemo −1
Titanic 1 1

Pretty Woman 0 1

features; same actor (Tom Hanks), same ac-
tress (Meg Ryan) and same genre (Fantasy),
current systems would usually conclude that
both of them are good neighbors for each other.
However, this conclusion may not be true.
If UserA usually selects movies based on the
genre, UserA may select “Lord of the Rings”
(Fantasy) but not select “You’ve Got Mail”
(Tom Hanks and Meg Ryan) though UserA likes
Tom Hanks and Meg Ryan. The weight of genre
feature has higher priority than actor and ac-
tress features in UserA’s opinion. On the other
hand, if the weights of actor and actress fea-
tures are higher than genre feature in UserB’s
opinion, UserB will select “You’ve Got Mail”
and not “Lord of the Rings”, though UserB
also likes Fantasy movies. It can be concluded
that, although each couple of users likes the
same movie features, they may select differ-
ent movies. We call this problem the “missing
weight feature” problem.

2.2 Improper Neighborhood Forma-
tion

The neighborhood formation is carried out by
choosing a subset of appropriate users who have
similar tastes.

Numerous combination methods in con-
tent/collaborative hybrid systems have been
proposed in order to increase recommendation
quality. Burke 6), classified combination meth-
ods into seven categories: weighted, switching,
mixed, feature combination, cascade, feature
augmentation and meta-level. However, none
of those methods focus on the combination of
neighbors resulted from CBF and CF, even if
the neighbor set significantly affects the quality
of recommendations. Current systems employ
either pure CF method or pure CBF method to
form neighbors.

An example of a content/collaborative hybrid
system that finds neighbors based on pure CF
technique is MovieLens system 7). It finds simi-
larity between users based on the rating values
on the co-rated items (the same rated items).
Users, who have the same or similar history
data associated with rating values on co-rated
items, are recognized as neighbors. The system
copes with the cold start problem by introduc-
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ing “filterbot” (an IF agent), but other prob-
lems, such as sparsity rating, synonymy and
scalability problems still remain. We call this
neighborhood formation method the “co-rated
items method”.

The cold start problem occurs when a first
user comes to a system. He rates items without
receiving any recommendation. Sparsity rat-
ing occurs when each user has rated a small
part of whole items. It causes a set of co-rated
items is small. Accordingly, quality of neigh-
bors tend to be poor. Different item names may
be used for the same objects, but the co-rated
items method cannot find this latent associa-
tion and treats these items differently. This is
called synonymy problem. The co-rated items
method requires computation that grows with
both the numbers of users and items. It may
cause scalability problem.

On the other hand, a content/collaborative
hybrid system that finds neighbors based on
pure CBF technique, such as the e-Yawara
system 8), which uses similarity between user
vector profiles (content-based profiles) to find
neighbors in order to cope with the sparsity
problem. In that type of systems, it is diffi-
cult to extract and implement all the features
to form a user profile. Usually, a few features
are used to form a user profile. Thus, the qual-
ity of neighbors tend to be poor. We call this
neighborhood formation method the “content-
based neighborhood formation method”.

3. Proposed Method

We focus to overcome the poor neighbor prob-
lem. In any case, in selecting neighbors, fac-
tors that well represent user’s opinion should
be taken into consideration. We therefore pro-
pose to represent the user’s opinion as “user’s
opinion on features” to provide more features of
preference. Unfortunately, if the “user’s opin-
ion on features” is directly applied to the cur-
rent neighborhood formation methods, limita-
tions still remain.

We have studied which movie features mostly
influence individual users in selecting a movie.
From the results of 40 questionnaires collected
from 40 people, the most popular movie fea-
tures are Style or Genre of Film, Actor, Actress,
Director, Story Line, Awards won, Freshness or
Year of Film, Popularity of Film (Top ranking),
Visual or Animation Effects, and Film Studio.

In case of content-based neighborhood forma-
tion, it is difficult to create a user profile based

Fig. 1 The “user’s opinion on various features” in the
CF table.

on those movie features. For instance, a feature
such as “actor” may have more than 100 actors
for 100 different movies. Therefore, it is not re-
alistic to directly apply those movie features to
the content-based method.

On the other hand, if we adopt those fea-
tures in the co-rated items method by adjusting
the “user’s opinion on features” in the CF ta-
ble as shown in Fig. 1, it would not reduce the
number of co-rated items. That is, the opinion
represented by many features does not make
sparsity rating and synonymy problems more
severe. However, the original sparsity rating
and synonymy problems still remain.

In order to eliminate those limitations, we
propose a cascade model of combining neigh-
bors obtained from both CBF and CF. That
is, we first employ content-based neighborhood
formation with small number of features to find
a first set of neighbors. We then refine the first
neighbor set through the use of the co-rated
items method with the “user’s opinions on vari-
ous features”. The content-based neighborhood
formation method refers to “the first filtering”
and the co-rated items method with the “user’s
opinions on various features” refers to “the sec-
ond filtering”.

3.1 The Basic Elements of the Method
There are four basic vectors in the proposed

method.
3.1.1 Movie Feature Vector (mfv)
Target items, movie data in this case, are

stored in a database with characteristic data
for each item. The movie characteristic data
are represented by a form of a movie feature
vector which contains 20 elements about movie
genre feature extracted from the Internet Movie
Database (IMDB), such as comedy, drama, etc.
The mfv is constructed when a new item is
introduced into the system. Its characteristic
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is mfv(i) = (wi1, wi2, . . . , wim); where wij is
the weight that a movie(i) has towards a key-
word(j); and m is the number of keywords. The
weight ranges from −1 to 1. The keyword list
is 20 movie genres.

3.1.2 User Feature Vector (UFV)
It contains the correlations between the

genre of rated movies and the user preference.
In other words, it contains the 20 elements
about movie genre relating with mfv of all
rated movies. Its characteristic is UFV =
(w1, w2, . . . , wm); where wi is the weight that
a user has towards a keyword (i); and m is the
number of keywords. The weight ranges from
−1 to 1. The keyword list is same 20 movie
genres as in the mfv.

As mention about entering user’s opinion in
Section 4.1, there are three levels of user’s opin-
ion towards each movie: “Want to see” (score =
1), “Neutral” (score = 0) and “Don’t want to
see” (score = −1). When a user gives opinion
for the first movie, his UFV will be automati-
cally created and stored in the database. The
UFV towards the first movie has the charac-
teristic corresponding to the mfv of such movie
multiplied with his opinion score towards that
movie. For example, if UserA gives opinion that
“don’t want to see” the first movie, which is
“Finding Nemo”, the mfv of “Finding Nemo”
will be multiplied with score (−1) to be the first
version of UserA’s UFV .

After the user gives opinions for more movies,
his UFV will be updated to get closer to the
mfv of the movies that the user needs, accord-
ing to the successive change of user preference
and user action on the system. For the updat-
ing process of UFV , we have adapted it from
our e-Yawara system 8). We assume that when
a user clicks and views on some movie items
frequently and he is very interested in those
movies, his feature can be considered to be-
come closer to the feature of those movies. Ac-
cordingly, the change of preference data and ac-
tion history data of the user are mapped to the
movie features, then these mapped properties
will be used to update the UFV .

UFVupdated = (aHchange + bIchange)MFV

+UFVprevious (1)

where UFVupdate is the updated user feature
vector. Hchange is a vector which represents
the history data. In proposed method, the his-
tory data refers to only the number of clicks
on the movie. Ichange is a vector which repre-

sents the preference value towards the movie:
“Want to see” (score = 1), “Don’t want to
see” (score = −1), and “Neutral” (score = 0).
MFV is matrix represented all movie feature
vectors; and a and b are coefficients.

3.1.3 User Preference Vector (UPV)
It represents a “user’s opinion on features” or

shows how much each user feels towards what
features affecting in selecting each movie. The
UPV will be automatically created for each
movie every time each user gives opinion for
that movie. That is, if UserA gives opinions
for ten movies, then ten UPV s of UserA for
such ten movies will be automatically created
and stored in the database. Its characteristic
is UPV (j) = (f1j , f2j , . . . , fnj); where fij is a
user preference (opinion) value for the movie
feature(i) of a movie(j). If a user wants to see
the movie(j) because of the movie feature(i), fij

will be set to be 1. If a user doesn’t want to see
the movie(j) because of the movie feature(i), fij

will be set to be −1. Otherwise, fij will be set
at 0. n = 10 refers to the number of necessary
movie features collected from the questionnaire.

3.1.4 Feature Dependency Vector
(FDV)

It represents user’s dependency on features.
From each user behavior, if he usually selects a
movie based on some specific features, the val-
ues corresponding to the elements in his FDV
are set higher. The FDV of each user will
be automatically created, when he gives opin-
ion for the first movie. It then will be au-
tomatically updated, when he gives opinions
for more movies. Its characteristic is FDV =
(g1, g2, . . . , gn). If a user wants to see a movie
because of the movie feature(i), gi will be added
by 1. Otherwise, gi is not changed. n = 10
which is the same number of features as in the
UPV .

3.2 Neighborhood Formation Process
Our neighborhood formation method has two

filtering processes (see Fig. 2). The first fil-
tering employs content-based neighborhood for-
mation method in selecting the first rough
neighbor set. The second filtering then refines
the neighbors derived from the first filtering
through the use of co-rated items method with
the “user’s opinions on features”, in order to
find the final neighbors. The following details
the basic idea of these two filtering processes.

In the first filtering, the similar content-
based user profiles could not be concluded that
these similar users have ever rated the same
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Fig. 2 Our neighborhood formation process.

movies. Accordingly, the neighbor set, which
is the results from direct comparison between
the content-based user profiles, may not be able
to increase the number of co-rated items in the
second filtering. It does not reduce the sparsity
rating and synonymy problems. A new solu-
tion to increase the number of co-rated items is
introduced.

The new solution is to create a “Prediction
List” by calculating similarity between user fea-
ture (UFV ) and each movie feature (mfv) of
all movies in the database and then the movies
that highly relate to the user feature will be
selected to form the list. This list will be pre-
sented to a user in order for him to entering
opinions for interesting movies.

The users who have similar profiles will have
similar Prediction Lists. The rating for the
same movies by these users will increase. This
enhances the co-rated items in the second fil-
tering much more likely to be discovered. Ac-
cordingly, it reduces sparsity rating problem in
the second filtering.

For the synonymy problem, usually it is un-
likely to find similarity between two users in the
following case. One rates for “The X-Men” and
the other rates for “The Matrix” in the second
filtering. However, these two movies have the
very similar genres. There is high possibility
that these 2 movies appear in their Prediction
Lists. Therefore, it is possible that these two
users may rate for both movies from their lists.
As a result, the co-rated items could be found
in the second filtering and then the similarity
can be found.

In the worst case, if no co-rated item is found
in the second filtering, no recommendation is
done. However, the Prediction List is a set
of basic recommendations. These basic recom-
mendations can be an elegant way to overcome

Fig. 3 Users’opinions on features (UPV ) of two users
on the co-rated items and the example of FSV .

the cold start problem.
Contrarily, if two users have some numbers

of the same movies in their Prediction Lists, it
implies that they have similar profiles. The way
to find neighbors in the first filtering is to create
a Prediction List to be presented to the user. If
any two users have some certain number of the
same movies in their lists, these two users are
considered to be neighbors to each other.

In the second filtering, the similarity between
users is found how much each pair of users likes
or dislikes the same movie features. In other
words, it is to find whether they are likely to
have the same history data associated with the
specific features. In order to calculate this sim-
ilarity, first of all, we adjust the “opinions on
various features” (UPV s) to the CF table as
presented in Fig. 1. After that, their opinions
on the co-rated items are compared.

For example, Fig. 1 shows that the co-rated
movies between UserA and UserB are the
movies “Pretty Woman” and “The Mask”.
Suppose that UserA wants to see “Pretty
Woman” because of actor and actress, and
doesn’t want to see “The Mask” because of
actor and visual effects. UserB wants to see
“Pretty Woman” because of actor, and doesn’t
want to see “The Mask” because of actor and
visual effects. Since there are three levels of
opinion: “Want to see” (score = 1), “Don’t
want to see” (score = −1), and “Neutral”
(score = 0), their opinions on features can be
presented in the Fig. 3, where the non-specified
features are all set at 0.

In Fig. 3, the movie “Pretty Woman”, the
scores for actor feature of both users are the
same, which is equal to 1. It implies that they
like the same specific actor “Richard Gere”. For
the movie “The Mask”, the scores for actor and
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Fig. 4 Example of FDV and the way to get DSV .

visual effects features are the same, which is
equal to −1. It implies that they dislike the
same specific actor “Jim Carry” and dislike the
same specific style of visual effects.

Each pair of users are likely to have the sim-
ilar history data associated with specific fea-
tures, if they have the similar UPV s on the
list of co-rated movies. This similarity is repre-
sented by a form of a feature similarity vector
(FSV ). From this example, when comparing
each feature between their UPV s on these two
co-rated movies for all features, the FSV will
be formed as presented at the bottom part of
Fig. 3. These two users are likely to have the
same history data associated with the specific
actors, because they always like and dislike the
same specific actors. Accordingly, the value of
actor element in FSVAB will be high.

As mentioned about the missing weight fea-
ture problem, the weight of each feature should
be clarified in finding neighbors. That is, a fea-
ture dependency vector (FDV ) mentioned in
the Section 3.1 should be considered to express
behavior of each user what features are usually
used in selecting movies. For example, if UserA
wants to see a movie because of its actor and ac-
tress, the actor and actress elements in UserA’s
FDV will be increased by 1 (see UserA’s FDV
in Fig. 4). Each pair of users are likely to have
the similar behavior in selecting movies, if they
have the similar FDV s. This similarity is rep-
resented by a form of a feature dependency sim-
ilarity vector (DSV ). Figure 4 shows the way
to get DSV between UserA and UserB, but the
details is described in the following section.

The two users will be the neighbors to each
other, if they are likely to have the similar his-
tory data associated with the specific features
and similar behavior in selecting a movie. That
is the results of similarity of their UPV s on the
list of co-rated movies, which is FSV , and sim-
ilarity of their FDV s, which is DSV , should
be merged. After that, the Top N users, who

have highly merged score towards the active
user (the user who is interacting with the sys-
tem), will be selected to be the final neighbors.

The proposed method for refining neighbors
are likely to reduce sparsity rating, synonymy
and cold start problems as mentioned above.
The scalability problem is likely to be reduced
also, because the users compared with the ac-
tive user in the second filtering will be the ones
who are in the neighbor set obtained from the
first filtering, not from the entire user database
as made in the current systems.

4. Advanced Yawara System

A prototype recommender system called Ad-
vanced Yawara system is implemented to eval-
uate the proposed method. It is an online
movie recommender system accessible through
the Web. In Advanced Yawara, Tomcat4 on
a Linux PC acts as the WWW server. It was
implemented by JSP in order to access mysql
database in server from user clients. The pro-
cess of the system is classified into 4 parts: en-
tering user’s opinions, forming the first neigh-
bor set, finding the final neighbors, and gener-
ating recommendations

4.1 Entering User’s Opinions
Each user starts with entering a user name

and password. After that, the search page for
entering any desired queries will emerge for each
user to search for the required movies. The user
is allowed to search for specified movies through
queries about Title, Year of film, Rank of film,
Genre, Actor, Actress, Director and Awards
won. The search results page then displays the
movie results using handbills.

After a user clicks on the movie item in the
search results page, the movie detail page for
that movie will emerge (see Fig. 5). The top
part of the movie detail page contains movie
trailer which a user can watch as a movie pre-
view. It also contains movie information or de-
tails of those 10 movie features referred in the
questionnaire.

From the movie detail page, the user can
watch the movie trailer and all movie informa-
tion. He/she then gives an opinion about that
movie. In the system, there are three opin-
ion levels. They are “Want to see”, “Neutral”
and “Don’t want to see”. When a user spec-
ifies “Want to see” or “Don’t want to see”.
The system will ask more about what reasons
(which movie features presented at the top part
of page) make he/she “Want” or “Don’t want”
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Fig. 5 Movie detail page.

to see that movie. The user can select one
or more movie features by checking the boxes
at the bottom part of the movie detail page
(Fig. 5) to make his/her answer more concrete.

4.2 Forming the First Neighbor Set
The first filtering employs content-based

neighborhood formation method in selecting
the first rough neighbor set. According to the
basic idea mentioned in Section 3.2 and the pro-
cess in Fig. 2, the first filtering is carried out by
three steps.
( 1 ) For all users, the distance between each

user and each movie is calculated using
the UFV and the mfv.

( 2 ) For each user, the Top M movies that
are close to his/her interest are selected
in order to create Prediction List.

( 3 ) The first set of neighbors is produced.
Step(1): The prediction score towards each

movie is produced by calculating the distance
between UFV and mfv. A short distance
movie will have a high prediction score or it
is close to his/her preference. The distance be-
tween vector A (wa1, wa2, . . . , wam) and vector
B (wb1, wb2, . . . , wbm) is defined as follows:

d =
m∑

i=1

|wai − wbi| (2)

where, m is the number of weight elements; 0 ≤
d ≤ 2m; and the size of each weight w is −1 ≤
w ≤ 1.

The metric about similarity between two vec-
tors is defined as the difference between the
value of full distance (2m) and distance (d),
(2m − d). Then normalize the similarity.

Similarity = 1 − d

2m
(3)

where, 0 ≤ Similarity ≤ 1.
In this step, the scalability problem can be

Fig. 6 Prediction List.

slightly reduced by grouping similar movies in
the offline process. Instead of calculating the
distance towards all movies, it calculates the
distance towards only the groups of movies.

Step(2): The Top M movies that have high
prediction scores are selected to create a Pre-
diction List; a list of interesting movies. It will
then be displayed to the user (see Fig. 6).

As mentioned in Section 3.1, the UFV will be
updated to get closer to the mfv of the movie
that the user needs, according to the succes-
sive change of user preference. It implies that
the Prediction List will be dynamically updated
to be better every time, according to updated
UFV . This dynamic Prediction List relates
to user preference, so it can be the interest-
ing movie list presented to a user for entering
opinions 9),10).

At this point, a user has two choices in select-
ing movies to enter opinions: selecting movies
in a Prediction List or going back to search the
specified movies in the search page.

Step(3): As mentioned about basic idea of
the first filtering in Section 3.2, the users who
have similar profiles (or similar UFV s) will
have similar Prediction Lists. Contrarily, if two
users have some numbers of the same movies
in their Prediction Lists, it implies that they
have similar profiles. That is neighbors in the
first neighbor set will be the ones whose up-
dated Prediction Lists have some certain num-
bers of the same movies with the updated Pre-
diction List of the active user. In this time
of implementing Advanced Yawara, the users,
whose updated Prediction Lists have at least
10 percentage of the same movies with the ac-
tive user’s, are selected to be neighbors in the
first neighbor set.
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4.3 Finding the Final Neighbors
In order to find the final neighbors, the sec-

ond filtering refines the neighbors derived from
the first filtering through the use of co-rated
items method with the “user’s opinions on fea-
tures” (or UPV s).

According to the basic idea mentioned in Sec-
tion 3.2 and the process in Fig. 2, the second fil-
tering is carried out by the following four steps.
( 1 ) For each pair of users, the similarity be-

tween their UPV s on the list of co-rated
items is calculated.

( 2 ) For each pair of users, the similarity be-
tween their FDV s is calculated.

( 3 ) The similarity values from (1) and (2)
are merged to produce the final similarity
value between two users.

( 4 ) The final neighbors are produced.
Step(1): When all UPV s are put into the

CF table, the UPV s of two users on the list of
co-rated movies, which are called co − UPV s
will emerge. If considering co − UPV s of two
users, each user profile can be represented as
a matrix called co − UPV matrix as shown
in Fig. 7; where each line of these two co −
UPV matrices refers to the UPV s of two users
on each co-rated movie. The co− UPV matrix
for each user is expressed by Eq.(4).

co − UPV matrix=




f11 f21 . . . fn1

f12 f22 . . . fn2

. . . .

. . . .

. . . .
f1c f2c . . . fnc




(4)

where, fij is a user preference value for fea-
ture(i) on the co-rated movie(j). n is the num-
ber of features in each UPV . c is the num-
ber of co-rated movies. According to Fig. 7, the
element(f12) in UserA’s co−UPV matrix is the
UserA’s preference value for the feature (actor)
on the co-rated movie (“E.T.”).

To find how each pair of users likes or dis-
likes the same movie features, similarity be-
tween each common column in their co-UPV
matrices is calculated using similarity metric in
Eq.(3).

After similarity between their common
columns of all features are calculated, the fea-
ture similarity vector (FSV ) of these two users
will be produced as shown in Fig. 7. Its char-
acteristic is FSV = (y1, y2, . . . , yn); where yi

Fig. 7 co-UPV matrices and the way to get FSV.

refers to the similarity value between two users
about how much they like or dislike the same
specific movie feature(i). n = 10 which is the
same number of features as in UPV .

Step(2): In order to find how each pair of
users has similar behavior in selecting movies,
the similarity between their FDV s is calculated
as shown in Fig. 4. The system first normalizes
the FDV of each user and then calculates the
difference between their vectors. After that, the
system converts this difference vector to a sim-
ilarity vector by calculating the difference be-
tween full difference and difference (full differ-
ence - difference) for each element of the vector.
The similarity result is in a form of a feature
dependency similarity vector (DSV ). Its char-
acteristic is DSV = (v1, v2, . . . , vn); where vi

refers to the similarity value between the be-
havior of two users in selecting movies on the
movie feature(i). n = 10 which is the same
number of features as in FSV .

Step (3): The system generates the FSV
and the DSV of all other users that have to-
wards an active user. The system then merges
FSV and DSV by weighted average using the
DSV as weight in order to get the final simi-
larity values between the active user and other
users as follows:

saB(i) =
vaB(i) × yaB(i)∑n

i=1 vaB(i)
(5)

SaB =
∑n

i=1(vaB(i) × yaB(i))∑n
i=1 vaB(i)

(6)

where, SaB is a final similarity value between
an active user(a) and UserB. saB(i) is a final
similarity value between the active user(a) and
UserB on the feature(i). vaB(i) is a value on fea-
ture(i) in the vector DSVaB. yaB(i) is a value
on feature(i) in the vector FSVaB. n is the
number of features in both DSVaB and FSVaB.

Step (4): The final neighbors are the users
(in the first neighbor set) who have the Top
N high final similarity values calculated from
Eq.(6).
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Table 2 Contingency table.

Relevant by user(A) Non-Relevant(Ā)
Accepted by system(B) A ∩ B Ā ∩ B
Rejected by system(B̄) A ∩ B̄ Ā ∩ B̄

4.4 Generating Recommendations
After the final neighbors are discovered, a rec-

ommendation value for each movie will be cal-
culated according to Eq.(7). This calculates the
weighted average on UPV s of all final neighbors
by using the final similarity value between the
active user and those final neighbors on each
feature (from Eq.(5)) as a weight. Then, the
system presents the recommendation results to
the user with the ranked list of recommended
movies.

Raj =

∑
K∈Neighbors

(∑n

i=1
saK(i)×fij(K)∑n

i=1
saK(i)

)

N
(7)

where, Raj is a recommendation value for the
active user(a) on the movie(j). K is a neighbor
in the final neighbor set. saK(i) is a final sim-
ilarity value between active user(a) and UserK
on the feature(i). fij(K) is a preference value
for feature(i) on the movie(j) in UserK’s UPV .
n is the number of features in UPV . N is the
number of neighbors in the final neighbor set.

5. Experimental Evaluation

The objective of experimental evaluation is
to answer the following question. In the
area of content/collaborative hybrid systems,
could Advanced Yawara, which is based on
neighbors produced from the cascade model
of content-based method and co-rated items
method with the “user’s opinions on various
features”, provide more accurate recommenda-
tions and higher capability in retrieving infor-
mation than the systems based on neighbors
produced from pure content-based method or
pure co-rated items method?

We therefore compared Advanced Yawara
with two other content/collaborative hybrid
systems. One is e-Yawara 8), our first hy-
brid system that uses the similarity between
content-based user profiles in finding neighbors.
The other is MovieLens system 7), a well-known
hybrid system that uses the similarity between
co-rated items in finding neighbors.

5.1 Data
In the experimental evaluation, the data

of 1020 movies was provided in the movie

database and 50 users used the system. To-
tal opinions collected from the experiment sum
up to 975 ratings (training set). The minimum
number of movies rated by each user is 8. The
maximum is 36. The average is 17.03.

Accuracy of the recommendations generated
by the system will be revealed when the users
say that they want to see the like most movies
predicted and don’t want to see the dislike most
movies predicted.

We simulated the methods of e-Yawara and
MovieLens on the same data set of Advanced
Yawara, then the 10 movies each user likes most
and the 10 movies each user dislike most are
predicted by each system using ratings in the
training set. Then these 20 movies were dis-
played to a user. After that, each system will
ask each user in return how he/she feels toward
these 20 movies; “Want to see”, “Don’t want
to see” or “Neutral”. Since there are 50 users
and each user has to answer in return to each
system for 20 predicted movies, there are 1000
movies in our test set.

5.2 Evaluation Criteria
Five criteria were used for determining the

accuracy and quality of the recommendations.
MAE (Mean Absolute Error) 5) is the av-

erage absolute deviation between the system’s
recommendation value and the user’s actual
preference value. The MAE is represented as
Eq.(8). The lower the MAE, the more accurate
the results.

|Ē| =
∑T

i=1 |Ri − pi|
T

(8)

where, Ri is a recommendation value for each
movie in the test set (the like most movies pre-
dicted (score = 1) and the dislike most movies
predicted (score = −1)). pi is the user’s actual
preference value for each movie in the test set
(gotten when the system asks each user in re-
turn how he feels towards each predicted movie:
“Want to see” (score = 1), “Don’t want to see”
(score = −1), and “Neutral” (score = 0)). T is
the number of movies in the test set.

To detail the four criteria below, the famous
contingency table is introduced (Table 2). A is
a set of relevant items by user, and Ā is a set of
non-relevant items by the user. Relevant items
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Table 3 Evaluation results between Advanced Yawara and two other hybrid systems.

System MAE Recall Precision Specificity Negative Predictive Value

Advanced Yawara 0.493 73.38% 81.6% 96.23% 51.2%
e-Yawara 0.775 62.39% 70% 70.66% 36.6%

MovieLens 0.783 61.92% 67% 65.08% 38.4%

refer to the movies (in the test set) that user
answers for “Want to see”. Conversely, non-
relevant items are the movies (in the test set)
that user answers for “Don’t want to see”. B is
a set of items accepted by the system (the like
most movies predicted), and B̄ is a set of items
rejected by the system (the dislike most movies
predicted).

Recall (or Sensitivity) 11) is the probabil-
ity that the relevant items will be accepted by
the system.

Recall =
|A ∩ B|
|A| (9)

Precision (or Positive Predictive
Value) 11) is the probability that the accepted
items are relevant.

Precision =
|A ∩ B|
|B| (10)

Specificity 11) is the probability that non-
relevant items will be rejected by the system.

Specificity =
|Ā ∩ B̄|
|Ā| (11)

Negative Predictive Value 11) is the prob-
ability that the rejected items are non-relevant.

NegativePredictiveV alue=
|Ā ∩ B̄|
|B̄| (12)

If either one or more values of the Recall,
Precision, Specificity or Negative Predictive
Value are high, the high-quality recommenda-
tions and the high retrieval capability will be
obtained.

5.3 Evaluation Results
We employed all criteria in Section 5.2

to compare Advanced Yawara with the two
other content/collaborative hybrid systems; e-
Yawara and MovieLens. As presented in Ta-
ble 3, the MAE of Advanced Yawara is lower
than e-Yawara and MovieLens. It can be con-
cluded that Advanced Yawara provides more
accurate recommendations than these two sys-
tems. Table 3 also shows that the capabil-
ity of Advanced Yawara in retrieving relevant
movies is higher than e-Yawara and Movie-
Lens, because the Recall and Precision val-

ues from Advanced Yawara are higher than
both of these systems. In addition, the val-
ues of Specificity and Negative Predictive
Value from Advanced Yawara are also higher
than these two systems, so it can be concluded
that Advanced Yawara is more capable than
both e-Yawara and MovieLens in rejecting non-
relevant movies.

6. Discussion

As mentioned in the previous section, Ad-
vanced Yawara provides higher quality recom-
mendations than both e-Yawara and Movie-
Lens. One reason is e-Yawara only employs
the similarity between content-based user pro-
files and MovieLens only employs the similar-
ity between co-rated items in finding neighbors.
Therefore, the limitations still remain in their
respective neighborhood formation methods. In
contrast, Advanced Yawara employs two filter-
ing processes on both of these methods with the
aim of refining neighbors. The Prediction List
is generated in the first filtering in order to en-
hance the co-rated items in the second filtering
much more likely to be discovered. Therefore, it
can reduce sparsity rating and synonymy prob-
lems. The Prediction List contains the list of
interesting movies, so it can be the rough rec-
ommendation list for the user when co-rated
items could not be discovered in the second fil-
tering. That is, it can overcome the cold start
problem also.

Another reason is Advanced Yawara can pre-
vent both the rating value alone and missing
weight feature problems, because it represents
the user’s opinion using both the user prefer-
ence vector, a vector that expresses many fea-
tures of user preference, and the feature depen-
dency vector, a vector that represents user’s de-
pendency on features. In contrast, MovieLens
employs rating value alone in representing the
user’s opinion. Likewise, the content-based user
profiles in e-Yawara can only be learned from a
genre feature of movie, not from all the nec-
essary movie features. That is the user pro-
files in both MovieLens and e-Yawara cannot
cover the necessary features of user interest.
Therefore, Advanced Yawara provides higher
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quality neighbors than these two systems. Af-
ter higher quality neighbors are found in Ad-
vanced Yawara, higher quality recommenda-
tions and higher capability in retrieving the rel-
evant movies and rejecting non-relevant movies
will be produced accordingly.

When we concentrate on the results between
e-Yawara and MovieLens, e-Yawara provides a
little better retrieval efficiency than MovieLens.
This is because, in the experiment, the average
number of movies rated by each user is only
17.03 movies. It is a very small number when
compared with the number of movies in the en-
tire database (1020 movies). This means that
the ratings of each user is very sparse. Since
MovieLens uses only co-rated items in finding
neighbors, this sparsity tends to cause its rec-
ommendations to be of low quality.

Although Advanced Yawara uses co-rated
items in the second filtering, it still provides
high-quality results, because the process used
to find neighbors in the first filtering leads co-
rated items to be found easily in the second
filtering.

7. Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper, an advanced content/collabo-
rative hybrid system has been proposed to rec-
ommend movies. It is based on a new neighbor-
hood formation method, which is likely to pro-
duce high-quality neighbors and high-quality
recommendations accordingly. Instead of rating
value alone, the proposed system represents a
user’s opinion using both a user preference vec-
tor, a vector that expresses many features of
user preference, and a feature dependency vec-
tor, a vector that represents user’s dependency
on features, in order to prevent both rating
value alone and missing weight feature prob-
lems. It also employs two filtering processes to
apply both of these vectors and to overcome
limitations of current neighborhood formation
methods. That is, it can overcome sparsity
rating and synonymy problems in the co-rated
items method and problem about the quality
of neighbors is restricted to a small number
of item features in the content-based neighbor-
hood formation method. Therefore, it can pro-
vide higher quality neighbors than neighbor-
hood formation methods of the current con-
tent/collaborative hybrid systems.

Although, it seems that, the two filtering pro-
cesses may cause more computation, it can still
reduce the scalability problem. Because, in find-

ing the distance between each user feature and
the features of all the movies, the first filter-
ing groups similar movies in the offline process,
so it calculates the distance between each user
and the groups of movies, instead of all movies
in the entire movie database. Furthermore, the
users compared with the active user in the sec-
ond filtering will be the ones who are in the
neighbor set obtained from the first filtering,
not from the entire user database as made in
the current systems.

Moreover, the proposed system can provide
an elegant solution to the cold start problem,
since initial recommendations are the predic-
tions in the Prediction List obtained from the
first filtering. This dynamic Prediction List re-
lates to the user preference, so it can be the
interesting movie list presented to a user for
entering opinions.

An experimental movie recommender system
called Advanced Yawara has been created to
evaluate the proposed method. As presented in
the experimental evaluation, Advanced Yawara
can provide higher quality recommendations
and be more capable in retrieving interesting
information and rejecting those which are less
interesting than current content/collaborative
hybrid systems.

From the experiment, the average number of
movies rated by each user is only 17.03 movies.
It is a very small number when compared with
the number of movies in the entire database
(1020 movies). It illustrates that Advanced
Yawara can provide good quality recommenda-
tions, in the case that the number of ratings is
small and sparse. This is good, because users
will be bored if they have to rate a large num-
ber of items before getting the required infor-
mation. However, Advanced Yawara will meet
the computation problem when the number of
user’s opinions (ratings) increase. For future
work, the scalability problem would be more
concentrated to increase the performance of our
recommender system.
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